Essential Ag Worker PPE
AX
 inampa Initiative
INTRO
Xinampa is a non-profit organization aiming to develop an equitable bioeconomy on the Central Coast of
California, and this equity focus includes agricultural safety and security. We are exploring how we might
contribute to developing and providing free face shields, fabric face masks, and a range of needed PPE for our
essential field workers and other essential ag workers. h
 ttps://xinampa.bio/
Many of us at Xinampa are the children and grandchildren of fieldworkers driven by both personal family stories
and current health issues to explore ways we can support the development of appropriate PPE with and for our
local essential agricultural workers. O
 ver a period of three weeks in April, we developed a network of DIY
fabricators, farms and field worker organizations to pilot PPE user testing with two farms and the Center for
Farmworker Families; we produced and delivered close to 200 3D printed/laser cut face shields in four models,
and over 150 sewn face masks. While Xinampa cannot provide PPE at the scale of need for our local fieldworkers,
we can play a role in modeling R&D of PPE that has an intimate feedback loop w/ the fieldworkers & farms.
This initiative was led by Corinne Okada Takara, a San Jose Area artist and designer, whose agricultural PPE work is
informed by her family history as laborers of Maui sugarcane and pineapple plantations. She is a graduate of the
Stanford Art Design Department. Her career has spanned video game asset design, product rendering, public
transit art, collaborative community art, and bioart. She is cofounder of the Stanford Bioengineer teen program
BioJam, along with Rolando Perez, one of Xinampa’s co-founders.
The seeds of this PPE project grew out of Xinampa’s long standing goal to design 21st century PPE and assistive
technologies for ag workers, our concern for the lack of focus on PPE for essential agricultural workers, Takara’s
long term interest in the history of agricultural PPE, and out of her access to and understanding of fabrication unit
production time in 3D printing and laser cutting. But the most influential driver to the launch of this project was
the story sharing of family field labor experiences among Corinne, Ana Ibarra and Rolando Perez. The creativity,
dedication, and inner strength of family elders and ancestors, whether in the fields of Paia, Maui or in Salinas,
California, fueled this pilot program and framed it with a deep respect for the voices and feedback of our essential
agricultural workers.
Xinampa Board Member Corinne Takara worked with a hub of the SF Bay Area COVID-19 Face Shield Project, a
range of school makerspaces, and individuals to develop a distributed fabrication team providing PPE in a range of
models to be tested by expert users, the fieldworkers. These models were laser cut, 3D printed and sewn. Now
that we have feedback from an initial user survey from Swanton Berry Farm, we are exploring ways to also
address the needs surfaced for work gloves and goggles.
To date (as of 5/23/20) we have conducted pilot tests with face shields and masks with Swanton Berry Farm and
Good Farms Watsonville. We have delivered 100 laser cut face shields and 95 sewn face masks to the Center for
Farmworker Families. We have delivered 58 face shields in four styles (3D printed and laser cut) and 430 face
masks for user testing at Good Farms, Watsonville. We have delivered 80 face masks to Alas in Half Moon Bay. We
are continuing to make and collect hand sewn masks and deliver to fieldworkers. We are developing PPE work
gloves using DuPont Tyvek and are exploring clip on face shields that attach to existing farmworker PPE.
Update as of 7/29/20: Over 1 thousand face shields and over 1 thousand sewn face masks delivered to
essential agricultural workers in Monterey County through Xinampa. We are also distributing hand
sanitizer.

Project Goals
At Xinampa, we hope we can assist in facilitating connections and the distribution of PPE to the essential
farmworkers of Monterey County.
We aim to:
●
●
●

provide needed PPE to field workers and modify them based on feedback for any specific modifications
for improvement.
Connect schools making sewn face masks with organizations already coordinating distribution of PPE to
farm workers.
Model R&D of PPE for agriculture that has intimate feedback loops with fieldworkers and farms.

OVERARCHING GOALS
Foster Community
Inspire social interaction, trust, and amplify the voices of the essential fieldworkers. Foster community in user
groups. Foster community in the fabrication cohort that will be producing PPE and implementing and designing
modifications based on user feedback. Foster communication and community across all these organizations.
Discovery and Learning
User testing and feedback of initial PPE designs. Discovery and listening to fieldworker pain points and needs.
Understanding the experiences and context of PPE in fieldworker lives. How do PPE gear designed for healthcare
settings need to be modified for ease of use and effectiveness in fieldworker settings? Value domain expertise of
all collaborators.
Celebrate and Inspire
Elevate the voices of essential fieldworks by celebrating their experiences and the value of their work. Capture
their stories to share out and to inform the iterative design of their PPE. Inspire people to action to protect and
support essential fieldworkers.
Envision the Future
Empower fieldworkers to design the future of their own PPE gear and other needs with resources and access to
an engaged and supportive community of makerspaces and fablabs. Develop hyper-local collaborative
stakeholder DIY fabrication pathways that can lead to rapid testing and iteration and then implementation by
companies or local start ups with scale fabrication capacity.
Partner Expert Testers and PPE Distribution Collaborators (groups we have sent face masks and face
shields to):
Center for Farmworker Families
Swanton Berry Farms
Good Farms
Alas
Everyone’s Harvest
California Food Policy Council
Salinas COVID19 Testing Site at the Monterey Ag Commissioner’s Office
Agricultural Worker Program of the CRLA (California Rural Legal Assistance)
COVID testing site Greenfield Library
Production Partners
Production spreadsheet

Líderes Campesinas
Nueva School, Hillsborough, CA (face masks)
St. Thomas the Apostle School Maker Program (DuraLar material donation)
Castilleja School, Borne Idea Lab Heather Pang (face masks)
Diego Fonstad, Lectrify and a SF Bay Area COVID-19 Face Shield Project Hub (DuraLar material donation)
John Umekubo, Maker and Board member of reDiscover Center (LA maker looking to send face shields and masks
to Central Coast)
SF Bay Area COVID-19 Face Shield Project
Allyssa Winans & Dennis Chan
Hillbrook School (Bill Selek & Clara Chang)
Helen Gee, Saint Thomas the Apostle Makerspace
Josh Burker, The School at Columbia University, New York
Lesa Wang, Marymount Makers Coordinator, Science, Engineering and Design Camp Director, Marymount School
New York
Budmen Industries, New York
Pixar Animation team
San Francisco Opera House Sets and Props Division
Make Me PPE Bay Area
Hester Parker, CSUMB (Cal State University Monterey Bay)
Sarah Manger, Flint Hill School, Washington, DC
Chris Sweeney, Philadelphia, PA
Krysta Bradly, 5th grade teacher, Mission Elementary, Salinas

WHAT WE LEARNED
There is first a need to understand a range of systems and empathize with the fieldworkers' lived experience in
the fields and out of the fields. Different crops create different worker needs, and each role within each crop has
different needs. In broader conversations, we have learned that gender can be a factor in regards to access to
PPE. We cannot just drop off PPE designed for hospitals and other indoor settings into the fields without assessing
in collaboration with the fieldworkers what might work best. The full assembly of what fieldworks wear will
determine what additional gear makes sense; what fits under a baseball hat and hooded sweatshirt? Or better yet,
what might attach to existing gear worn in the field to blend new PPE practices with familiar and personal gear?
Does the harvest workflow require trimming that results in bits of vegetables getting into your eyes (broccoli) so
that you rub them, creating COVID19 transmittal opportunities, if so, goggles are crucial. Also, farms are
implementing their own DIY Covid barriers solutions with mobile structures in the field (for example at strawberry
puncher stations). How might PPE interplay with these? Our surveys and our Executive Director's interview with a
fieldworker via Líderes Campesinas has also highlighted some other key PPE and built structure systems needs
that can improve the health and safety of the workers. Detailed feedback for PPE are in the sections below for
each type of PPE we tested.
Lastly, there is a need to lay the groundwork now for locally driven R&D of future PPE and environmental needs.
While we were able to quickly build collaborations with makers in the Bay Area and even in other States through
Takara’s connections with educational fabrication labs, the connections took longer with local Monterey County

makerspaces and fabrication labs. Now that we do have these local connections, how might we maintain them
and build capacity for the future of distributed manufacturing driven by local R&D?

Above (left to right):Fully laser cut model, face shields and face masks, four models user tested with Good Farms

Above (left to right): A face shield design that clamps onto existing baseball hat. Visor in this image is hacked from the Origami
face shield model. Takara will be revising the svg shield file for better coverage. Also will explore Avery® Clear Easy View™
Plastic Dividers. Would be ideal to have UVB UVA material for face shield. Currently using .005 Duralar. Below are two clipon
models to test.

Above left: COVID'19 CAP FACESHIELD and above right Cap Clip

FACE SHIELD DESIGNS EXPLORED
Below are a few images of the laser cut face shields tested.
In general, these are better for indoor ag settings. Face shields tend to blow in the wind, and fog up when it isn’t
windy. Could be useful for Strawberry punchers if there is no screen divider.

Top row: Autodesk Origami Face Shield: origami face shield design (note: user testing revealed that the plastic band

got sweaty and stuck to forehead. A cloth band is needed to wrap around it.

Bottom row: Happy Shield https://www.instagram.com/p/B-5ebAIDF4W/ Face shield too small and the amount of surface area
touching the forehead (creating the required pressure to sustain form) make it clear it would be uncomfortable in the heat of
the sun.

hat clip design revision by Takara

1. Origami Face shield by Autodesk: Validation: From Rick Rundell Senior Director Autodesk: “We have now
fabricated 2500+ of these shields over the past week and have provided them to: Concord Hospital, Elliot
Health System, Cambridge Health Alliance, and Tufts Medical Center. All of these validated some early
runs and asked for more.
a. Swanton Berry feedback: Although overall we liked the face shields and its added protection, we
found it did not work well for our situation when used with a face mask. It accumulated moisture
and fogged up quickly.
b. Good Farms feedback: headband can stick to forehead in heat. [Perhaps a fabric sleeve bandover
this] more feedback pending.
2. HappyShield: testing stopped. Initial testing revealed it was too short and too close to face if sunglasses or
goggles were worn. Face shield too small and the amount of surface area touching the forehead (creating
the required pressure to sustain form) make it clear it would be uncomfortable in the heat of the sun.
3. Budmen Being pilot tested at Good Farms Watsonville with punchers. F eedback pending.
4. Prusa Being pilot tested at Good Farms Watsonville with punchers. Feedback pending.

5. 3DVerkstan w/ S
 ophy Wong Add on Shield: Being pilot tested at Good Farms Watsonville with punchers.
Feedback pending.
6. COVID'19 CAP FACESHIELD Will be pilot tested at Good Farms Watsonville in late May/June. We brought a
prototype to the farm on 5/22/20 and there was a lot of interest in it as all other face shield models are
difficult to fit under existing PPE shade hats. The washers are an issue, though, as when dropped in a field,
they won’t be found again.
7. Cap Clip - 3D printed, but not field tested. We’ve assessed that having two different posts in the assembly
is an issue. We need to have all posts the same for ease of handing out and resupply. Having a different
front of camp post also did not significantly change the shield angle, which was the purpose of that
modification.
8. Takara’s hat clip design revision (blends the above two designs: the grip section of COVID’19 CAP
FACESHIELD with the attachment post of Cap Clip. This eliminates the need for the 3D printed washers)
Cleaning and maintenance:
To properly clean and reuse your face shield PPE, please wipe down with Windex or a similar window cleaner.
Environmental Sustainability:
Please properly dispose of your PPE face shield. It can be recycled with other polyester resin materials. Clear
DuraLar™ polyester film and sheets can be recycled with any other materials that have this symbol. [source info
from manufacturer]

FACE MASK DESIGNS WE HAVE RECEIVED FEEDBACK ON:

Emergency Design Collective: all cotton masks with metal wire embedded in fabric. Feedback from Swanton Berry
farm: “comfortable and easy to fasten and provided good protection from spreading mouth and nasal droplets
and vapor while harvesting fruits and vegetables. The only drawback was that they tended to be hot during warm
weather.
Shannon Williamson:  Model has a larger air gap in front of nose and mouth and we have been told is preferable
for people with anxiety wearing masks.
Medical Mask: J uaquin Jimenez, Alas fieldworker liaison, shared that the Half Moon Bay fieldworkers had a
preference for this mask style. The demographic skewed older and were all men in the 60's with the exception of
a few men that were in their 20s. The older men all wanted to take small size masks, too, for grandchildren.
Neck Gaiter: We have been told people like these but we are unaware of anyone providing these. This design was
highlighted by both fieldworker liaisons and fieldworkers themselves. These have the added benefit of protecting
the neck from the sun and can be easily pulled up and down in a garment assembly of a large brim hat under a
hooded sweatshirt. All current models I see are made of really thin nylon or cotton. Not much different than

protection from a bandana. How might this be redesigned to better protect against COVID19 and serve
fieldworker needs? We have not seen these as PPE provided. We would like to explore creating models of this
design that are more protective.
Gender as variable in face mask wearing:
Líderes Campesinas, shared that they stopped deliveries of face masks to a particular farm because that farm was
only giving masks to the men; the farm justified this gender preference by saying that the women fieldworkers
were already showing up to work with face coverings. This sharing surfaces potential cultural and gender issues
with face masks that need to be taken in consideration. Face mask PPE may need to be deployed in conjunction
with collaboratively designed educational material.
Cleaning and maintenance:
To properly clean and reuse your PPE sewn face mask, hand or machine wash.
CDC instructions for removing and washing facemasks
Xinampa’s instructions specific to fieldworker face masks care and cleaning.

WORK GLOVES

Early prototyping using Home Wrap Tyvek, a unidirectional permeable material. We are trying to secure sample
materials of Tyvek® 1222A fabric. We are hopefully also securing prototyping materials from Patagonia via Dr.
Catherine Sonquist Forest. This will be a multilayered and multimaterial design.
MODIFIED BUILT STRUCTURES IN THE FIELDS

Visiting farms has highlighted for us that DIY protective barriers are being designed and tested by farms
themselves. Above is a modified puncher station. This farm requested face shields for punchers to wear in
tandem with this built structure modification. How might we design PPE as part of systems design as built
structures and workflow in the fields are modified in response to COVID-19?

SURVEY LINK
English and Spanish
(designed and translated by Ana Ibarra)

MATERIALS SOURCING

Expense spreadsheet
.005 Duralar up to .017” PET works.
Materials purchased from: https://www.rexart.com/grafix_dura-lar.html#13953
https://www.grafixarts.com/craft-supplies-online/
Pilot Program Timeline
4/6/20 start reaching out to farms and farmworker organizations as well as to potential collaborators in PPE
production.
4/10/20 Pilot Test 1: Swanton Berry Farms user tests 16 Origami face shields (16 face masks included)
4/16/20: Feedback received from Swanton Berry Farms on Pilot Test 1
4/17/20 Pilot Test 2: Center for Farmworker Families user tests 100 Origami face shields and 95 sewn face masks
(pattern is from Emergency Design Collective)
TBD: Feedback received from Farmworker Families on Pilot Test 2
4/24/20: Good Farms delivered 38 face shields in four styles (3D printed and laser cut) and 42 face masks
5/1/20 40 face masks to Alas, Half Moon Bay for Farmworker Friday lunch deliveries to fieldworkers.

April/June Prototyping DIY work gloves (laser cut from Tyvek and other materials) and possibly 3D printed goggles.
Clip on hat face shield field testing.
TBD: Additional R&D and fieldworker surveying. Grow coordination of fabrication and distribution of PPE supplies
identified as needed by the ag workers themselves. Build relationships with larger scale fabrication operations to
expand PPE production/distribution.
TBD: Coordination of care package drop offs for ag workers during caravans or with in-the-field healthcare check
ups. Packages could include instructions and fabric for sewn face masks, laser cut face shields, laser cut
hummingbirds and paper craft toys, soap, etc

Release of liability doc
About Xinampa: T
 o grow their food the Nahua people of Anahuac or, “Valley of Mexico,” popularly known as the
Aztecs, desalinated a lake and built islands known as xinampas which they planted with a diversity of crops that
cultivated diverse ecologies and microbiomes. Despite economic, political, and environmental challenges xinampas
still grow food to this day. Our ‘xinampa’ is also growing a diverse ecosystem. Xinampa is a Salinas non-profit that
works with local partners to build pillars in our community that are focused on economic and civic engagement,
workforce and career development, STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics) education,
and small business incubation by leveraging technology to solve public and environmental health problems and
build wealth and good paying jobs in our communities.

We are building a ‘xinampa’ in Salinas to serve as a hub to shape and engineer with biology to cultivate a
bio-based economy for our region that is grounded in racial and class equity and justice, and that is accessible to
every member of our community. We will continue empowering the community to ensure that we envision and build
the future together. We welcome you to join us in this journey. Find out more by visiting our website
https://xinampa.bio/ and subscribing to our newsletter or by emailing contact@xinampa.bio.
Production/fabrication questions: corinne@xinampa.bio or corinne@okadadesign.com

